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A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM IN A HILBERT SPACE 
WITH A WEAKLY ATTRACTIVE NONSTATIONARY POINT 
IVO VRKOC, Praha 
(Received December 21, 1992) 
Summary. A differential equation in a Hilbert space with all solutions bounded but with 
no finite nontrivial invariant measure is constructed. In fact, it is shown that all solutions 
to this equation converge weakly to the origin, nonetheless, there is no stationary point. 
Moreover, no solution has a non-empty ft-set. 
Keywords: differential equations in Hilbert spaces, invariant measures, /7-sets 
A MS classification: 34G20 
In this paper we construct a differential equation with a bounded Lipschitz contin-
uous right-hand side in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, all solutions of which 
converge weakly to the origin, nevertheless, there is no stationary point. Further, it 
is shown that the l?-set of every solution is empty and there is no finite nontrivial 
measure invariant under the flow defined by the equation. The question whether such 
a system exists was posed to us by J. Zabczyk. Although the problem seems purely 
deterministic, it is intimately related to the problem of existence of invariant mea-
sures for stochastic evolution equations. G. Da Prato, D. Gatarek and J. Zabczyk 
in [1] (Theorem 4) established a theorem, which in the very particular deterministic 
case reads as follows: Consider a differential equation 
x = Ax + / (*) 
in a Hilbert space / / , where / is a Lipschitz continuous mapping in H and A generates 
a compact strongly continuous semigroup eAi on H. If at least one bounded mild 
solution to this equation exists, then there exists a (not necessarily unique) invariant 
measure. 
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Our results show that the assumption on the compactness of eAt in the above 
theorem cannot be omitted. Moreover, our example indicates that there is no im-
mediate relation between the invariant measures for the Galerkin approximations of 
an equation and the invariant measures for the equation itself., In Remark following 
the proof of Theorem 3 we will prove that the finite dimensional approximations to 
the equation under consideration have invariant measures, these measures have a 
weak* limit (in the space of finite Borel measures on the Hilbert space, provided this 
Hilbert space is equipped with its weak topology), nonetheless, the limit measure is 
not invariant. 
MAIN RESULTS 
We will prove the following three theorems. 
Theorem 1. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then there exists 
a bounded Lipschitz continuous mapping f: H —» H such that all solutions of the 
equation 
(E) * = /(*) 
converge weakly to 0 as t —• oo, nevertheless, the equation has no stationary solution, 
that is, f(x) ^Oforanyxe H. 
Let x(.) be a solution of (E). Denote by Q(x(.)) the Q-set of x, that is, the set of 
all y € H such that 
y = lim x(tn) 
n—>oo 
for some tn —* oo. 
Theorem 2. Let H be a Hilbert space. Let f: H —• H be a Lipschitz continuous 
mapping fulfilling /(0) ^ 0. Assume that all solutions of (E) converge weakly to 0 
as I —• oo. Then fl(z) is empty for any solution z of (E). 
Let us note that if / : H —• H is Lipschitz continuous, then for any £ e H there 
exists a unique solution x(.,() of the equation (E) fulfilling £(0,() = ( and defined 
on the whole real line. Let us denote the flow induced by (E) on H by (TtJ 6 R), 
that is, 
Tt:H-+H, t~x(t,S), ten. 
We say that a nonnegative Borel measure i/ ^ 0 on H is invariant with respect to (E) 
provided Ttv = v for all* € R, where we set Ttu(A) = u(Tf
lA) for any A C H Borel 
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measurable. As T« is in fact a homeomorphism, the condition T%v = v is equivalent 
to u(TtA) = u(A) for all Borel sets A C # . 
Theorem 3. Let H be a Hilbert space, let f: # —• H bea Lipschitz continuous 
mapping. Assume that all solutions of (E) .have empty Q-sets. Then there is no 
(nontrivial nonnegative) Snite Borel Radon measure on H invariant with respect 
to (E). 
R e m a r k . If the space # is separable, then all finite Borel measures on # are 
Radon by the Ulam theorem (see e.g. [2], Theorem 1.3.1), hence if all solutions to (E) 
in a separable Hilbert space have empty ft-sets, then there is no finite Borel measure 
invariant with respect to (E). 
R e m a r k . I f / i s the particular mapping we will construct in the course of 
the proof of Theorem 1 then the nonexistence of any finite Borel measure invariant 
with respect to (E) can be proved without the assumption of radonness even in the 
non-separable case. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section I, the mapping / the existence of 
which is claimed in Theorem 1 is constructed, in Section II it is established that / is 
lipschitzian, and in Section III the behaviour of solutions to (E) is investigated. In 
the last section, the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are provided. 
I. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAPPING / 
First, let us note that it suffices to prove Theorem 1 in the case of a separable 
space # . Indeed, let # be a non-separable Hilbert space, then we can split # into 
an orthogonal sum # = # i © # 2 , # i being an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert 
space. Let f\: H\ —• H\ be a Lipschitz mapping such that for the equation 
(1.1) X = / , (* ) 
in # i all the assertions of Theorem 1 hold. Further, define 
i + IW 
Then any solution x to the equation 
(1.2) * = /2(*) 
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im H% is of the form 




(('+li^I- |W0W) ,+4)'+,+¥WH|l(0)l1 
t € R, provided x(0) £ 0, and x = 0 if x(0) = 0, hence \\x(t)\\ —• 0 as t -> +oo. Let 
Q,-: # —• Hi stand for the orthogonal projection onto #,-, i = 1,2. Define 
/ : # — * # , x—+ f\(Q\x)@f2(Q2x)t 
then / is Lipschitz continuous and /(0) = (/i(0),0) ^ 0. If x solves (E), then Q\x, 
Q2x are solutions to (1.1), (1.2), respectively, hence all solutions to (E) have the 
required properties. 
Therefore, up to the end of the proof of Theorem 1 we will content ourselves to the 
case of a separable space # . Without loss of generality we will work in the space t2, 
where t2 denotes as usual the Hilbert space of all sequences {xs}£?.i of real numbers 
with finite norm ||x|| = ( JP x?) . We start with introducing some notation. 
N o t a t i o n . Denote by 1+ the set of all elements x £t2 fulfilling x\ *£ 0, x -̂ 0; 
by IntM the interior and by clM the closure of a set M. Let e be the unit vector 
e% = 1, ti = 0 for t = 2 , . . . , orthogonal to the set Z = {x 6 t2: x\ = 0} and let P 
be the orthogonal projection on Z; i.e. Px = x — x\t. Let us fix a real number r, 
0 < r < 1, and define the following domains: 
A1 = {z€t*:\\x\\=:l}) 
At = {x € t2: xi < 0} 
.43 = { x € c l *
+ : | | x | | < r / 5 } . 
A, = {x € t*: ||x|| £ r/5, ||Px|j ^ r - 2xi}, 
.45 = {x € /+: | |P*|| > r - 2ar1,||ar|| < r}, 
A« = {*€/+: r < 
.47 = {x € ei: 11*11 > i } . 
2T, = {x € / 2 : »i = °.
r l5 ^ N l < !}• 
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З Ж " 5 І Ӣ Í ; 
P4:*+—+*+, P x -
 ГX 
4 + Г4X~ ||Px|| + 2x, 
PЪ:Є
+—*Є+, rx Pьx ~ m 
Note that we have P4(Ax) = P4x for all positive A and -j|PP4*|| + 2(P4*)i =
 r> w h i c h 
means that P4x is an element of the cone {x: ||Px|| + 2xi = r}. 
Assume that the following hypothesis is fulfilled: 
(Hi) Let q: cl-?+ —• R be a bounded continuous function suck that q = 0 on 
A1UA3UA7UZ1. 
Now we can define the mapping /. First we define a mapping F: A\ —• t2 by 
(1.3) (F(x))i = Zi-i-Zia(z) fort = l,..., 
where we set x<> = 0 and 
00 
(1.4) a: Ax—• R, x t—• ]TXJ-IZJ. 
Now we define: 
(1.5) On Ax: 
(1.6) On A2: 
/(x) = P(x). 




(l + |x,|)(l + ||Pxi|) 
where a+ = max(a, 0) is the positive part of a number a. 
(1.7) On .4s: 
||Px||P(P,Px) + (£ - ||Px||)e for Px # 0, 
\ e for Px = 0. 
•'5 
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(1.8) On A4: 
| | P * | | P ( P i P * ) + ( g - | | P P з * | | ) \\*-PA*\\ 
| | P з * - P 4 * | | 
e+ 
/(*) = { +g(*)* 
r | | * - P 4 * | | 
5 | | P з * - P 4 * | | 
e + q(x)x 
for Par / 0, 
for Par = 0. 
(1.9) On A6: 
/ ( * ) = < 
ll^x||17 |---SrP(PiP*)+ 
+г 
| | P 4 * - P 5 * 
[ І * - P 4 * | | 
| | P в * - P 4 * | | 
* - P 4 * | | 
P(Pl*) + q(x)x for *i >0,Pxф 0, 
| | P 5 * - P 4 * | | 
rP(Pi*) 
P(Piж) + q(x)x foг ari > 0, Par = 0, 
for x\ = 0. 
(Take into account that | |* | | = r, P\Px = Pi* and | | P P 4 * | | = r in the last case.) 
(1.10) On A6: 
/(*) = | |* | |P(Pi*) + g(*)*. 
(1.11) On A7: 
/ ( * ) = P ( P I * ) . 
It can be easily checked that / is a well-defined bounded continuous function on 
I2 since q fulfils (Hi). 
II. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY OF / 
Everywhere in this and the next section, the symbols /, F, a will be reserved for 
the functions defined in Section I. Let us add the following supposition about the 
function q. 
(H2) Lei q: cl -f* —• R be a Lipschitz continuous function. 
In the present section we aim at establishing the Lipschitz property of the func­
tion /. 
Proposition 1. Assume that the function q fulfils (Hi) and (H2). Then f: £2 —* 
I2 is a Lipschi continuous mapping. 
P r o o f . To start with, recall that / is continuous on I2? Let At, Aj be neigh-
bouring domains, x £ IntA, y € IniA^ then one can find A € (0,1) such that 
4ЗД 
\x + (1 - \)y € Ai H Aj. Hence it is sufficient to establish the lipschitzianity of / on 
, 4 * , * = 1 , . . . ,7 . 
Further, let us note that the inequality 
(2.1) | | « | | | |A«-J 'H|<2 | I «-« | | 
holds for all ti, t; € <+. Indeed, we have 
|H|1|JL.JL|| = |M|I"IH1-HMI| 
" l IMI IHll " " M H 
< ,ll«(IHI-IMl) + («-t>)NI|| 
* m IMIIMI 
<|IMI-IMI| + II«-«II-
The estimate (2.1) yields 
(2.2) ||P lU - PH| ^ - ||u - V||, u, v € *+, \\v\\ > K > 0, 
K 
hence we obtain 
(2.3) The mappings Pi, i = 1, 3, 5 are Lipschitz continuous on t+ \Int^3 . 
Taking into account that ||.P-r|| + 2x\ ^ \\x\\ ^ r/5 for x € tf \ As we obtain by 
an analogous argument 
(2.4) The mapping P* is Lipschitz continuous on 1+ \Intyl3. 
Now, the very definition implies that a is Lipschitz continuous on A\, 
| a (x) -a(y)K2| | . - -y | | , |a(*)K 1 
for any x, y 6 A\. This yields 
(2.5) ||/(x)|| = ||F(*)|| = (1 - a(x)2)1'3 < 1, x € Au 
and 
(2.6) ||/(x) - /(y)|| = ||F(x) - F(y)|| ^ 4||x - y||, x,y € Ax. 
Formula (2.6) means that / is lipschitzian on A\t moreover (2.6) and (2.1) yield that 
the following estimates 
(2.7) ||*|| \\F(Ptx) - F(Piy)\\ < 8||x - y||, 
(2.8) IMHPI*) -1 W » y ) | l « 9||x - y||, 
(2.9) || min(l, ||x||)F(Ptx) - min(l, |MI)F(Ay)| * 9||x - y|| 
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hold for all ar, y € 't+. These estimates and the Lipschitz continuity of q immediately 
imply 
(2.10) The mapping f is Lipschitz continuous on each of the sets A\, A3, .46 and 
A7. 
Further, we want to prove 
(2.11) The function f is lipschitzian on A*. 
Due to the obvious inequality |a+ — 6+| ^ \a — 6| valid for any two real numbers a, 
b and to (2.9) it suffices to investigate the third term on the right-hand side in the 
definition of / on A2? Thus, take x, y 6 Ai and set for brevity P = (1 + |#i|)(l + 
||Px||).C? = (l + |yi|)(l + ||Py||)) then 
I| x i P x y\ Py || 1 ... . . .. 
— - -j— = YQ ||(G*i)P* - (I>i)Py|l 
< - ^ \\Gzx{P* - P»)|| + M i d - ryi\ 
< \\Px - Py\\ + _ i _ { | G « i - (1 + ||Px||)(l + |yi|)xi|+ 
+ |(i + ll-̂ IIH- + lvil)*i - P*I| + ->i - s/il} 
SHPx-PyU + ^PxU-UPy^ + j ^ ^ - ^ + j ^ f r - y J 
^2\\Px-Py\\ + 2\xl-yl\, 
and (2.11) follows. 
To proceed further, let us realize that 
||P3x - P4x|| = гx rx 
5||x|| ||Px|| + 2xi | | 
= 5(|lPxH + 2 x 1 ) '
5 | N » - » ^ l l - ^ l 
as, obviously, | |P*| | + 2a?i ^ 3||a?||, x € *?+. By (2.3) and (2.4), the mappings 
P3, P4 are lipschitzian on A4, so the above estimate yields easily that the function 
x i-4 1/||JT\ — P4|| is Lipschitz continuous on -44, hence also 
(?-»*«) ì ï f e ^ .5 " *-V HP3X-P.XH 
is Lipschitz continuous on .44 as a product of bounded Lipschitz functions. Using 
this together with (2.8) and (I ; get 
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(2.12) The mapping f is Lipschitz continuous on A*. 
It remains to investigate the behaviour of / on ./I5. We start with establishing the 
following two estimates: 
1 
Ц P Í X - P S X Ц S S - X I , (2.13) 
(2.14) | r - | | P P 4 x | | | ^ 2 x , , 
The proof of (2.13) is straightforward: 
rx 
x Є . 4 5 ) 
x Є Л 5 . 
| | P 4 x - P 5 x | | = 
rx 
| |Px| | + 2xi | |x|| 
| |Px| | + 2xi 
rx\ 
| | |Px| | + 2 x , - | | x | | | 
^ | |Px| | + 2 x 1 ' ^ 3||x|| ^ 3
X l ' 
we have used the obvious fact that ||x|| < | |Px| | + x ^ | |Px| | + 2xx < 3||x|| .$ 3r for 
every x G A$. Further, 
| r - | | P P 4 x | | 1 -
\\P*\\ 
| |Px| | + 2xi 
2rxi 
| |P* | | + 2.-i 
< 2 x i , 
since | |Px| | + 2x\ ^ r on As. 
As the next step, let us realize that the points x, P4x, P5x lie on a line, hence 
| |P 4x — P5XH — ||x — P 4x| | = ||x — Psx||, x G .A5, so we can write 
= ín*)+\\P' 
\r(x)+,(x (2.15) / (x) 
provided x G IntAs, where we set 
( r f ( P i ' ) - ||PP4«l|F(PiP*)) 
rF(P,x, « - « « " 
||PP4x||P(PiPx) + ?(x)x for Px # 0, 
)x for Px = 0 
/ * ( - ) = 
\\*-P**\\ 
IIP5X - P|*| 
for Px # 0, 
forPx = 0. 
| | P 5 x - P 4 x | | 
The term q(x)x on the right-hand side of (2.15) is Lipschitz continuous by (H2). 
Prom (2.4) and (2.8) it is easy to see that the term ||PP4x||F(PiPx) (defined as 0 if 
Px = 0) is Lipschitz continuous as well if we take into account that ||PP4x|| ^ ||P#I| 
on .A5 (since ||Px|| + 2x\^r for x € A5). Let us investigate the function /* . Define 
f rP(Pix 
h(x) ={ V 
1 \ r P ( P x x 
( i ) - | |PP4x||P(PiPx) for Px -- 0, 
) for Px = 0. 
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Again A is a (bounded) Lipschitz continuous function on J45. We can split 
l*-P4*ll ,.,_. Ily-Piyll 
/*(-•)-Г(y) = \\p6x-p<x\\
h{x) HP 5 y-P 4 y| | 
= t!(*>У) + V(*,У) 
Л(У) 
l |x-P.*ll 
ЦP 5 x-P 4 x | | 
Ily-Piyll V , 
l|P5y-P4y||F
l X ) 
for xy y £ Int ./45. The points PAV, J/, P$y He on a line, so ||y - P4y|| -̂  ||P5y - Ptyll 
for y € A5, therefore 
(2.16) l|l!(x,y)|K||A(x)-A(y)||. 
By (2.3), (2.4) there is a constant K such that for all x,y 6 Int .4s the estimate 
| x - P 4 x | | HУ-P4УII /o 1 7\ 11* - 4̂̂ 11 iiy - 4̂_/|i KHa? - y|| 
K*mlit | |P5x - P4x|| | |P 5 y-P4y| | " H P 5 X - P 4 4 
holds. Indeed, one has 
||x - P4x|| | |P5y - P4y|| - ||y - P4y|| | |P5x - P4x|| 
| | P 5 x - P 4 x | | | | P 5 y - P 4 y | | 
l | x - y - P 4 ( x - y ) | | 
| |P5x - P4x|| 
, l |y-P4y| | 
*" | | P 5 x - P 4 x | | | | P 5 y - P 4 y | | 
| | | P 5 y - P 4 У І | - | | P 5 x - P 4 x | | | 
| | x - y - P 4 ( x - y ) | | | [ P 5 ( y - x ) - P 4 ( y - x ) | [ 
" | | P 5 x - P 4 x | |
 + | | P 5 x - P 4 x | | 
since, as we have already noted, ||y— P4y|| ^ ||P5y—P4y||. Further, choose x G Int.45; 
one can assume Px ^ 0 (the opposite case being simpler), then 
||A(x)|| ^ | r - | |PP 4 x | | | | |P(P,x)| | + | |PP 4x| | | |F(P.x) - F(PlPx)\\ 
^ | r - | |PP 4 x | | | + | |Px| | \\F(PlX) - F(P 1Px)| | 
s$ j r- | |PP4x | | | + 8 | | x - P x | K l 0 x 1 
by (2.5), (2.14) and (2.7). (Recall that | |PP 4 x| | ^ ||Px||.) The above estimate 
together with (2.17) yields 
l|v-(*,y)ll = IIM*)ll 
< IOXIK 
f |x-P 4x| | IІУ-P4УІІ 
| | P 5 x - P 4 x | | | | P 5 y - P 4 y | | 
II* - УІІ 
| | P 5 x - P 4 x | | 
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for all x, y € Int J45. Applying (2.13) we obtain 
y ( * , y K 3 0 K | | x - y | | , x,yelntAb. 
Invoking the estimate (2.16) we conclude that 
(2.18) The function f is Lipschitz continuous on A$. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. Q 
III. THE BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF (E) 
In this section we will use also the following assumption: 
(H3) Let q: cl£+ —• R be such that q(x) ^ 6x\/r for every * € A^ and that 
inf{q(x): xx $> 6 > 0,r/5 + 6 ^ \\x\\ ^ 1 - 6 } > 0 for all 6 > 0. 
It is worth noticing that functions satisfying the hypotheses (Hi), (H2) and (H3) 
do exist. For example, we can set 
q(x) = min{A(l - ||z||)+,/? (||x|| - £ ) + , ^-}, X €E cU+, 
where A = 8/(1 - r) and /? > 0 will be specified later. Obviously, 1 - ||a?|| *£ 1 - r 
and 8z i /r ^ 8 on A$, hence 
A(l-11,11) ^ i f L , xeA5. 
Since inf{||x||: x £ A$) > r/\ /5, we obtain 
1-||*|K1--^, ||x||-^^(V5-l) 
for x 6 As, so /? can be chosen such that 
A(l-||*||K/?(||s||-£), xeAs, 
which yields q(x) = 8z i /r for x € A&. 
We aim at establishing a proposition on the weak convergence of the solutions of 
(E) to the origin. 
Proposition 2. Let the assumptions (Hi), (H2), (H3) be fulfilled. Then all solu-
tions of (E) converge weakly to 0 as i —• 00. 
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The proof will be done in several steps. First, we prove that the set A\ is 
invariant, which makes it possible to use the particular form of the mapping F and to 
derive a formula for the solution x(. ,£) with £ G A\. (Recall that x(. ,£) denotes the 
solution to (E) fulfilling x(0,£) = £.) This formula implies easily that Proposition 2 
holds for solutions starting in A\. According to the definition of / this result extends 
immediately to solutions x(. ,£) with £ G A7UAQUZ\. In fact, the sets AT, A* and Z\ 
are positively invariant, and projecting the solutions starting at their points onto A\ 
one obtains again a solution to (E). Further, we will prove successively: if £2 G A2, 
then x(. ,(2) enters A3 in a finite time, if £3 G A^\Z\, then x(. ,£3) enters A^fSlxitt^ 
in a finite time, if £4 6 A4 nlnti£+, then x(. ,£4) enters A$ Hint-!"*" in a finite time, 
and finally, if £5 € A$ nlnti?+, then x(. ,£5) enters ^6 Hintt+ in a finite time, which 
will complete the proof. 
First, let us note that we can define the mapping F by (1.3) for any x G t2i 
\\x\\ = 1, and that the mapping Pi, Pix = Hx)!""1* is well-defined on t2 \ {0}. We 
prove several useful identities for these extended functions. Namely, we claim that 
(3.1) (*,F(Pi*)) = 0, 
(3.2) (Px,P(Pix)) = x ? - ^ 
hold for all x G t2i x £ 0, and 
(3.3) (e,F(PiPx))=0, 
(3.4) (x,F(PiPs))=0 
hold for all x G t2, Px ^ 0. Indeed, take an arbitrary x € t2, x £ 0. Set z = Pjx, 
hence ||z|| = 1 and by the definition of F one obtains 
{x,F(PlXj) = ||x||(F,x, F(P,x)) = ||*||(*,F(-)) = | | x | | 5>F(z ) . 
- H E - i k - - - « £ > - - * ) =||x||(a(z)-|W|'«(z)) = 0 . 
i=i ^ i - i 
Further, 
(P., F(ft*» - ( • — « . W » " — <*•F(i,,l)) . „<„,) 
= - x,(F(ft«))i = «i(Pi«)i«C"*> = *' "13"' 
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thus (3.2) is valid. As (Px)x = 0 we have (F(P1Px))1 = 0 and (3.3) follows. Finally, 
we get 
(x}F(PxPx)) = (Px + x1eiF(P1Px)) = (PxiF(P1Px)) +x1(e,F(P1Pxj) = 0 
by (3.1) and (3.3). Subtracting (3.2) from (3.1) and taking into account that e = 
(x — Px)/x1 for arbitrary x ^ 0 with x1 / 0 we obtain 
(3.5) (etF{plx)) = -Xl«W; 
obviously, (3.5) holds for any x ££2, x ^0. 
The next step is to prove 
(3.6) The sets Zx and A7f)Z are invariant, that is, Tt(Zx) C Zlf Tt(A7DZ) C A7C\Z 
for all t £ R. 
Towards this end, let us define an auxiliary mapping 
g(x) = min(l, \\x\\)F(P\x), * € *2, \\x\\ > -^ . 
Certainly, g is a bounded Lipschitz mapping (cf. the proof of (2.9) which can be 
easily modified to the present situation); furthermore, g — f on A\ U At U Z\. Let 
x be a solution to (E) fulfilling x(i0) € Z\ U (A7 D Z) for some (0 6 R. Let y be a 
solution of the problem 
(3.7) y = g(y), y(t0) = i(t0). 
There exists 6 > 0 such that y is defined on 7 = (t0 — 6,to + 6). (In particular, 
||y(i)|| > r/10 for t 6 I.) We have 
- i f f l l = 2(y(<)(y(0) = 2(y(t),g(y(t))) 
= 2min(l,||y(0||)(y(0.nAy(0)) 
= 0 
by (3.1), for all t € I. This means 
(3-8) lllKOII = lltf(*o)ll = P(to)ll, t€l, 
moreover, 




by (3.5). As yi(t0) = 0, the uniqueness of solutions to (3.9) yields that y\(t) = 0 for 
any t G J. This together with (3.8) implies that y(t) G Z\ U (A7 C\ Z). Due to the 
fact that / s= g on Z\ U (A7 n Z) and to the uniqueness of solutions to (E) we have 
y(t) = i(<), t £ I. Therefore, we have proved that if x(t0) eZ\U (A7 f\ Z) for some 
to € R, then there exists 6 = 6(x(t0)) > 0 such that 
(3.10) * i ( 0 = 0, ||2(0|| = ||£'(f0)|| 
for ( G (t0 - 6, to + 6). Finally, set 
U = inf{s € R: x fulfils (3.10) on [s,<o]}, 
<5 = sup{s G R: i fulfils (3.10) on [*o,*]}. 
Suppose.that, say, U > —oo, then x(U) G Z\U(A7C)Z) by continuity, so x fulfils (3.10) 
on (U — 6(x(ti)),t0], which contradicts the definition of J,-. Hence (3.10) holds for any 
t € R, moreover, the second equality in (3.10) implies that not only Z\ U (A7 C\ Z) 
but both the sets Z\, A7 n Z are invariant. 
Using an analogous argument we will prove 
(3.11) The sets A\ and A7 are invariant. 
Consider a solution x to (E) such that x(t0) E A\ UA7 for some t0 G R. We can 
assume that i\(t0) > 0, the other case being covered by (3.6). Again, let y be a 
solution to (3.7), find A > 0 so that y may be defined on J = (t0 — A,t0 + Zi) and 
\\y(t)\\ $* r/5 for t G J. Then 
* * = 2(|rf<), m) = 2(y(0, F(P i y (0 ) ) = 0 
by (3.1), so ||y(t)|| = ||y(<o)|| for t G J. Furthermore, yx(t) > 0 for t G J, since 
otherwise y will reach the set yli n Z or A7 n Z which is impossible according to 
(3.6). Hence we can complete the proof of (3.11) proceeding as in the proof of (3.6). 
Now we will investigate the solutions to (E) with initial data from A\. Let £ G A\, 
then the solution x = x(. ,£) starting at £ fulfils x(t) G -4i for alH G R by (3.11), 
hence 
(3.12) x(t,i) = £ + / F(x(5,0)d5, t :* 0. 
Jo 
As F is given by (1.3) we can check easily that (3.12) holds if and only if 
-.(-,0 = Şfc-(Г-7)Tęxp { " Jl в(*(-îO)
d»}. ť = l , 2 , . . . , teR-- I I -* ł l ! V In ' 
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(Recall that a denotes the function defined by (1.4) and we set a?0 = 0.) Let k be 
the index such that & = . . . = &-i = 0, & # 0. Then *,(. ,£) = 0 for 1 ̂  t $ k -• 1« 
and for every / ^ 0 we have 
"gjit""-* 
(3.13) lim J^L. _ lim '"' (* +'if' = 0-
fet (Ar + . + l - j ) ! 
As ||a;(. ,£)ll = 1, (3.13) yields that lim .-,(<) = 0, i € N. We have proved 
t—>oo 
(3.14) Ift € A\ then w-lima:(*,f) = 0. 
t—oo 
Here and in the sequel, we denote by w-lim the limit with respect to the weak 
topology of the space 4?2-
The result just proved has immediate consequences. First, take X € A7. By (3.11) 
(or by (3.6), if xi = 0) we know that 
(3.15) IK*,x)ll = Hxll, *i(*,x)>0, for 0 0, 
hence setting y(t) = Pia?(_||x||,x)> * ̂  0, we obtain a function fulfilling y(t) G A\y 
t ^ 0. We prove that y solves (E). Indeed, 
dy(.Y_ d ( x(t\\X\\) \ 
dt ~ dt\\\x(t\\x\\)\\J 
= ||_(<||
1
X||)||2 {iK'HxIDII llxl|F(ft«(«||xll)) 
" li^iijfi.(*('IWD.F(Pi*(t\M\)j)x(t\\x\\)} 
= F(Plx(t\\X\\)) = F(y(t)) 
by (3.15) and (3.1). Hence (3.14) yields that 
tm _ *(<llxll) _ «(.||xll) 
• ~ IWIIxIDII " Hxll 
converges weakly to 0 as t —* oo. We conclude 
(3.16) Let x 6 A7, then w-lim*(f,x) = 0. 
The same procedure yields also 
(3.17) Ift € Zx lhenyi-Xxmx(t,l) = 0. 
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Further, we want to apply an analogous trick to the solutions starting at .46. 
Towards this end we establish 
(3.18) The set Ae is positively invariant, that i$f Tt(Ae) C Ae for every f£0. 
Taking C € Ae HInt€+, we may assume ||C|| < 1 since otherwise C € A\. First, let 
us suppose that ||C|| > r, i.e. £ € Int J46, and set 
t = sup{s > 0: x(r, C) G Ae H Int t+ for all r € [0, s)}. 
As Int Ae is open, necessarily t > 0. By (H3) we have (setting x = x(., C) for brevity) 
« = 2(*(t), i (t)) 
= 2||x(t)||(«(<), F(PlX(t))) + 2(X(t), q(X(t))X(t)) 
= 2q(X(t))\\X(t)\f>0 
for t € [0,t). It follows that ||x(.)|| is nondecreasing on [0,t). Assume that i < oo, 
then ||.-(t)|| ^ 11.5(0)11 ^ r, but one can have neither *i(t) ^ 0 (as the set Z\ is 
invariant) nor ||«(t)ll ^ 1 (as A\ is invariant). Hence x(i) G Int^6, which easily 
yields a contradiction that proves (3.18) in the case ||<|| > r. Finally, note that if 
||<f| = rthen 
d!l^O£(0)>0 
by (H3), so x(s0,Q € Int A6 for some s0 > 0 and we can apply the above procedure. 
Now, set y(t) = P1x(t,<), t ^ 0. Again y(t) € Ai for all t > 0 and 
-^r = j^{\\*{t)\\(\\m\m*(t))+q(x(t))x(t)) 
- -j-^jj- («w. m*))+«(«(OMO) «(o} 
= JF(Pix(t)) = F(y(t))) 
thus y solves (E) and by (3.14) we have w-limy(t) = 0. This implies 
(3.19) Let C 6 A6C\lntt+. Then w-lim.-(t,C) = 0. 
In the rest of the proof we aim at establishing that all solutions with initial con-
ditions from Ai, t = 2 , . . . , 5, enter the set Ae in a finite time. 
(3.20) For any { € -42 one can find t0 € R+ such that ari(f0,0 = P, ||-Ps(*o,£)ll < - ; 
that is, x(t0,t)€A3. 
Let us set 
t0 = sup{* ^ 0: x(r,£) € A2 for all r €"[0, *)}. 
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The set A2 is open, so obviously t0 > 0. We want to prove that to < oo and has the 
desired properties. To this end, note that the following estimates hold: 
d | | P * ( 0 1 1 ' = 2(Px(t),Px(t)) =. 2(P*(t),i(t)) 
(321 ) _ _ _ 2 £ i ( 0 _ _ 
" (i + M0l ) ( i + | |P*( .) | | ) l | P l ( t )" 2 < ° 
for t € / = [0,t0) by (1.6), (3.1) and (3.3), and 
(3.22) xl(t) = (e,x(t)) = (^-\\Px(t)\\Y^0, t £ I. 
We have to discuss two cases. First, let \\P£\\ < r/5. As \\Px(. )\\ is nonincreasing 
by (3.21), we obtain 
±i(0 £ I - \\Pt\\ > o, r e / 
in accordance with (3.22), hence there is t\ < oo such that xi(t\) = 0; obviously 
h = t0. Second, let ||P£|| ^ r/5. Set 
«3 = inf {« > 0: = 
Then £i(*,f) = £i < 0 for t ^ <2, hence the inequality in (3.21) is strict, in fact, 
(3.23) J M S ^ ' <„ 
d* 1 + Ki| 5 + r 
for J .$ t2. The estimate (3.23) yields that for some u < to one has ||Par(ti,£)|| < r/5 
and the first part of the proof applies. 
Further, we want to prove 
r 
(3.24) If g £ A3 is such that \\Pg\\ < - , <Aen tAere exists t0 G R+ such that ar(t0, Q) £ 
A 4 nlnt i?
+ . 
The proof is analogous to that of (3.20), so we only sketch it. Let / C R+ be 
an arbitrary interval such that x(t>Q) £ A3 for t £ I. Using (1.7), (3.1) and the 
orthogonality of e to the range of P we obtain 
(3.25) 3£A = 2(Px(t),x(t)) = 0 
for any t £ I. Moreover, 
-i(0-(«.-W) = £-l|r*(.)|l 
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by (3.3). As ||Ptf|| < r/5, the formula (3.25) implies that inf{*i(t)- * € / } > 0 and 
(3.24) follows. (Note that the restriction ||P^|| < r/5 is inessential, since if Q G -43, 
||Pg|| ss r/5, then g € Z\ and we can invoke (3.17).) 
(3.26) For every $ G A4 nt+ there exists t0>Q such that x(t0lt(>) G A5 flint.€+. 
We can proceed as in the preceding proofs. Again, let I C R+ be an arbitrary 
interval such that x(t, V>) € A4 O Intt+ for t G /, then 
(3.27) *M = M«» - (5 - II^MIl) i j l ^ f f l i +,(«(.))«,«) 
for e e / by (3.3), 
^ =» (i - •"«')•) l l ^ - ^ H " ' " ^ " ' " " 1 " " " ' 
for ." e / by (3.4), and 
(3.28) i l i ^ - l i l = 2«(a:(<))|iPx(<)||2, t€l, 
by (3.1). Taking into account the assumption (H3) and the fact that HPP3J/II < r/5 
for y G At> y\ > 0, we see that the functions ||x(.)||, ||Pa;(.)|| and x\ are strictly 
increasing on /, therefore the proof of (3.26) can be easily completed. 
The last step is a bit more complicated. 
(3.29) Take £ G -45 H-!
+ arbitrary, then there exists t0 > 0 such that x(t0,£) G 
j46nlnt.«
+. 
First, note that if -c(u,() G A| n A5 for a u ̂  0, then 
d(||Px(.,on+ 2^ ,0 ) 
dt w * 
by (3.27) and (3.28), so the solution x(. ,£) can never return to A4. By (3.6), the set 
Z\ is inaccesible for z(., () as well. Let us assume that 
(3.30) x(t, 0 6 As for all t > 0; 
we will show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Using (1.9) one obtains 
«e-=2<p.(.),*(«)) 
= 2rTift^r^iw ("* ("' f' ('>,* (' ) ) )+2«w' ) ) ( i'x(' )'' (" ) 
-^^"'iHrtt^-w'""^""1 
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for any t > 0 by (3.1) and (3.2). (We have assumed that Px(.) ^ 0, the opposite 
case can be treated similarly.) This yields 
dllIMOII _ rn(P T(t,, H«(0-P**(t)\\ «?(0 , _,_,,„„- „.,, 
—IT- ~ m(Pia: (<) ) | |p5x(0-P4*(0ll MOII IIIMOII +
 qi*^Px™ 
Moreover, 
i l (,)=-r«(p,«(o) I I , ( ,J ;^; ( O-P'L(OII "«"
+'w"»*-c) 
?-R§+,w" )x i (" 
by (3.3) and (3.5), so it follows that 
d(||Px(Q|| + 2x,(Q) x,(Q 2rxx(Q 
it ' ||x(.)||||Px(t)|| ||x(.)|| 
(3.31) +«(x(0)(||P*(0ll + 2*i(0) 
> g i (0 2 r i i ( 0 __ , .... 
" IMOIIII-MOI! lk (0r" r 9 ( a : ( ) ) r -
Choose 7 6 (0, r2] such that for y € A$ fulfilling 0 < j/_ < 7 one has ||j/|| > r/2 and 
||J°y|| > r/2. Since g(y) ^ 8y_/r on _45 we obtain 
d(||Px(0ll + 2xi(0) 
(3.32) -i!! ^ > ° if 0 <*_(*)< 7 




by (3.1) and (3.4), thus 
(3.33) -- i -^- i = f («(0)||*(0II-
As q ^ 0 by (H3), (3.33) yields that ||x(. ,£)|| is nondecreasing on R+. Furthermore, if 
we suppose that liminf x\(t) > 0 then (H3) implies that inf{ q(x(t)): t ^ u} > 0 for 
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some u ^ 0, hence (3.33) yields lim ||*(0II = °°> kut ^s contradicts the assumption 
(3.30). Thus we have "* 
(3.34) liminfari(0 = 0. 
* ' <—>00 
If limsupa?i(0 < 7, then there exists u G R+ such that xi(0 < 7 for all t > u. 
* - * o o 
As obviously ||P*(ti)|| + 2xi(u) ^ r, we obtain by (3.32) that one can find A > 0 
satisfying 
||P*(0lt + 2xi(0 ^ \\Px(u + 1)|| + 2*i(u + 1) > r + A, t^u+l. 
Since ||Px(0lt ^ r for every ^ O w e obtain xx(t) ^ A/2 > 0 for all* ^ u + 1, but 
this contradicts (3.34). Hence one has limsupxi(0 ^ 7 and it is possible to find 
*->oo 
tn,sn G R+, tn -» oo, sn —• oo, such that xx(tn) = xi(sn) = 7/2, xx(t) < y/2 for 
t € (tn,8n), *i(0 ^ 7/2 for t G (*n,<n+i), n € N. The sequence {||a?(t»)||: n G N} is 
nondecreasing by virtue of (3.33), the sequence {x\(tn): n G N} is constant, hence 
also {||P;r(*n)||: n G N} is nondecreasing. By (3.32) there exists /i > 0 such that 
||P*(*2)|(+2xi(*2) ^ r+fty since necessarily x\(s) < 7 for all s in some neighbourhood 
of *2. Hence we have 
t|Px(0|| + 2*i(0 > ||P*(tn)|| + 2xx(tn) Zr + p, t£ (tn,sn), n G N. 
Using again the estimate ||Px(0ll < r we obtain 
* i ( 0 > £ > t€(tn,sn)r nGN. 
Therefore 
x i ( 0 ^ m i n ( | , | ) f o r a l l ^ t 2 . 
This contradicts (3.34), so we see that the assumption (3.30) can never be satisfied, 
the solution ar(. , 0 leaves A$ in a finite time and (3.29) follows. 
Having established (3.29) we have completed the proof of Proposition 2. Moreover, 
Proposition 2 implies that f(x) £ 0 for all x G -?2, * # 0. As /(0) = re/5 by (1.7), 
the proof of Theorem 1 is completed as well. • 
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IV. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2 . Let x°(t) be the solution of (E) fulfilling x°(0) = 0. 
Since / (0) £ 0 there exists t° > 0 such that x°(t°) £ 0. Suppose now that there 
exists a solution x(.) with a nonempty /?-set, i.e. we can find y G ^2, *n —* 00 such 
that y = \imx(tn). Since ar(<n) converges weakly to 0 we can conclude that y = 0. 
Let vn be the solutions to (E) with vn(0) = x(tn); obviously vn(t) = x(* + *n), 1 ^ 0 . 
Continuous dependence on initial data yields vn(t°) = x(*n + t°) —• x°(t°) ^ 0, 
n —> 00, which is a contradiction with the weak convergence of {a?(*n +t°)}n
<Ll to 0. 
D 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3 . Assume that /i ^ 0 is a nonnegative finite Borel 
Radon measure invariant with respect to (E). The Radon property of /1 implies that 
there exists a compact set K in H such that n(K) > 0. Denote by d(y, K) the 
distance of a point y to the set K. As before, denote by x(., jf) the solution of (E) 
fulfilling x(0,2/) = y and by (!}, * G R) the flow induced by (E). Further, set 
e(y) ^liminfd(x(tiy)iK)t 
t->oo 
r(y) = inf {* > 0: d(x(syy)iK) £ min ( ^ , l ) for all 5 £ * } , 
# * = { » € # : r ( y ) ^ n } , 
foryEH and n G N. Obviously, the functions £, r are Borel measurable, r(y) < 00 
for all y G K. 
Assume that there is yo £ K such that e(yo) = 0. Then we can find a sequence of 
real numbers tn > n and elements un G K such that ||tin — x(<n,yo)|[ ^ 1/w. Since 
K is compact we can find a subsequence {u8} of {un} such that u, —• u G if, 
s —• 00. Certainly limx(t,,j/o) = u and we have u G /?(x(., jfc)). This contradicts 
the assumptions of Theorem 3, hence we have e(y) > 0 for every y£K. 
Obviously, the sets Kn are Borel as the function r is Borel measurable. Thus there 
exists n such that p(Kn) > 0. Set ft = Kn, ft+i = {x(nfy): y G ft} = Tn(Bi)f 
? = 1,2,.. .; we claim that ft H Bj = ft for i £ j . By uniqueness of solutions, Tn is a 
one-to-one mapping, thus ft (\Bj = ft, i < j , is equivalent to ft flBj-«+i = ft. Now, 
for j > 1 we have By = {a:(n(jf - 1),y): y G Kn}. By the definition of Kn this yields 
d(z, K) ^ min(£(T~()-1)jr)/2,1) > 0 for any z £ Bhso Bj C H\K, i.e. Xn = ft is 
disjoint with Bj. Hence, by the cr-additivity and invariantness of p we have 
P(U) 2 £ > ( - % ) = £ > T « l i - i ) ( - * i ) ) = £ > ( * . ) = 00, 
i=i i=i i=i 
which is a contradiction. 
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R e m a r k . Now we will show that one cannot use Galerkin approximations to 
decide whether there is an invariant measure for the equation (E). 
Consider the equation (E) with the right-hand side defined in Section I. Let 
iei)i^i9 ei = {^i)i^i> &ij being the Kronecker symbol, be the standard orthonor-
mal basis of -f2. Let Vn be the linear space spanned by { e i , . . . , en}, let 77n be the 
orthogonal projection onto Vn. Consider the Galerkin approximations 
(4.1) Vn = (nnf)(Vn) 
to (E), n ^ 1. As (nnf)(en) = 0, the point en is singular, therefore the system (4.1) 
admits at least one invariant measure, namely, the Dirac measure concentrated at 
the point en. Denote this measure by /in, let /io be the Dirac measure concentrated 
at the origin. Let us denote by P% the space -!2 endowed with its weak topology, let 
Cw be the space of all bounded continuous real functions on t% with the supremal 
norm, let CJ, stand for its dual space. (Note that Borel probabilities on -?2 belong to 
the space C* .) As en —• 0 in the weak topology of £2, we have (see [2], Corollary 2 
to Theorem 1.3.5) ftn —• ^o in the weak* topology of the space C*. Obviously, the 
measure po cannot be invariant for the equation (E). D 
Finally, we will sketch the proof of the statement contained in the second remark 
following Theorem 3. Let H be a non-separable Hilbert space, let / , /,-, if,-, Q», t = 
1,2, have the same meaning as in Section I. In particular, f(x) = / i (Qix)©/ 2 (Q 2 x) , 
x € H, /2(y) = -| |y| |j//(l + ||y||
2), U £ H2. Let /i / 0 be a finite Borel measure on 
H invariant with respect to (E). We will prove that 
(4.2) n{x E H: \\Q2x\\ <£ R} = n(H) for every R £ 0. 
Assume that /i{x € H: ||Q2x|| ^ R\) < fi(H) for some R\ > 0. Then there exists 
iJ2 > jRCi such that denoting L\ = {a? € H: R\ < ||Q2x|| < R2) we obtain f*(L\) > 0. 
Given R\t .ft2 we can define by induction the following quantities: 
R?n = -R2n-3» 
«„-=----:-fl2n-(si--/e2n_2J) 
<» = £ > 
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for n € N, n ^ 2. Set Ln = Ttn(Li), n G N, n ^ 2. Let us realize that if x is a 
solution to (E) then ||Q2«(- )|| solves the equation 
(4.3) 7 = 7 ? 
1 + 7 2 
If 7-., 7+ are two solutions of (4.3), 7-(0) < ||Q2*(0)|| ^ 7+(0), then, by uniqueness, 
7 . ( 0 < ||Q2*(0ll ^ 7+C)
 f o r all t ^ 0. This easily yields LnC{xeH: R2n-i < 
||Q2«|| ^ -R2n}, n ^ 2, so Ln n Lm = 0, m £ n. Since JI is invariant we have 
H(Ln) = fi(L\) and as before we obtain fi(H) = oo, which is impossible. Therefore 
(4.2) holds and p(H) = /i(Hi). But H\ is separable, thus fi is a Radon measure and 
Theorem 3 applies. 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . Thanks are due to Jan Seidler for essentially helping me 
with the formulation of many statements and for the simplification of many proofs, 
which made the paper considerably more comprehensible. 
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